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Bonjour! Did you know that there are over 220 million people who speak French as
their first language in the world?

People who speak French are called Francophone and the group of countries where
French is spoken are referred to as la Francophonie.

Some research even suggests that French is the fastest growing language and that
by 2050, it would be the most commonly spoken language in the world!

Tas� 1
French is spoken in many countries. Can you research and find at least 8 countries
where people speak French?

Country Flag Capital city Total population

France Paris 67 million
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Can you try to explain why these countries speak French?

__________________________________________________________________________



Tas� 2
Do you know the French colours? Here is a reminder below:

noir black blanc white rouge red
bleu blue vert green orange orange
jaune yellow gris grey marronbrown

Now try to complete the Colour sudoku - colour in the squares in the matching
colour for added pizzaz!



Tas� 3
Introductions – match up the English  and the French phrase and then complete the
sentences in French (you might need to look some words up!)

1. I don’t like … Je m’appelle _______________________

2. I love playing … J’aime manger _____________________

3. I love eating … J’habite à _________________________

4. I live in … J’adore jouer à _____________________

5. My name is … Je n’aime pas ______________________

Tas� 4
Google/Youtube the four songs below - listen to them and tick/colour in your opinion!

Chanson Artiste 😡 😕 😊 😍😍
Dommage Big Flo et Ollie

Pookie Aya Nakamura

Rien de rien Edith Piaf

Flou Angèle

Say which one was your favourite (did you keep searching and find a better French
song?)
Je préfère la chanson …
(I prefer the song…)


